The present work describes a preliminary study to compare some traditional Romanian cheeses and adulterated cheeses using Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). For PLS model calibration (6 concentration levels) and validation (5 concentration levels) sets were prepared from commercial Dalia Cheese from different manufacturers by spiking it with palm oil at concentrations ranging 2-50 % and 5-40 %, respectively. Fifteen Dalia Cheese were evaluated as external set. The spectra of each sample, after homogenization, were acquired in triplicate using a FTIR Shimatsu Prestige 21 Spectrophotometer, with a horizontal diamond ATR accessory in the MIR region 4000-600 cm -1
INTRODUCTION
A major concern for researchers, food industry and consumers is the authenticity of cheese products. The determination of food authenticity and geographic origin becomes now a crucial issue in food quality control and safety (Barile, 2005; Karoui, 2007) . Development of new sophisticated techniques for the authentication of food products grows rapidly due to increased consumer awareness of food safety and quality issues (Reid et al. 2006 ; Koca et al. 2010) .
One of the most important type of cheese for romanian consumers is Dalia. Dalia yellow cheese is an traditional romanian product obtained from whole or normalized cow pasteurized milk, adding selected microorganisms cultures and curd clotting.
The adulteration was always a problem because the milk fats are replaced with low priced fats for financial gain. Consumers need to be protected by unscrupulous producers that use the vegetal fat, usually palm oil (Nicolaou et al. 2010; Maudet and Taberlet, 2001 ).
Besides, according of the European regulations (European Union, 2001), replacing, partially or totally, milk fat or protein with another origin is not allowed, and various legislation on food labeling and authenticity exists among other member countries (Cassoli, 2011; Dennis, 1998; Gurdeniz, 2009; Nicolaou, 2010; Tay, 2002) .
Most of new sophisticated techniques for dairy products authenticity, like chromatography, polymerase chain reaction, enzyme linked immuno sorbent assay and thermal analysis, isotopic analysis, electronic nose, are expensive and time consuming, require extensive sample preparation and hazardous chemicals as well as skilled and experienced operators (Nurrulhidayah et al. 2013) .
For these reasons we propose a new and sim pler methods such as Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) coupled to chemometric technincs to determine cheese adulteration. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is a powerful tool to measure the characteristic of foods for the authenticity and traceability purposes, especially in combination with chemometric techniques. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is rapid, inexpensive and very sensitive technology that allows the real time measurements for analysis of milk based food components (Cevoli et (Nurrulhidayah et al. 2013; Schmitt & Flemming, 1998) . Multivariate calibration is a useful chemometric and often used for analysis of complex mixture, as it enables the rapid and simulaneous determination of each component in complex mixture with minimal sample preparation and without time consuming (Maggio et al., 2009 ).
The aim of this study was to describe a preliminary study to compare some traditional Romanian cheeses and adulterated cheeses using ATR-FTIR couple to chemometrics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Commercial samples
Dalia Cheese samples bellowing to fifteen diffe rent brands were purchased at local supermarkets. Every sample (n=3) was grated and keep in eppendorf twin until the measurements less than 12 hours.
Calibration and validation samples
Calibration and validation samples were pre pared by fortification with palm oil fats as adulterant. The solid fraction of palm oil (SFPO) was obtained by cooling the oil at 5 ºC for 12 hours and centrifugate.
Exactly weighted amounts of SFPO were added to a freshly grated commercial Dalia cheese and compressed. Then, the samples were put in the refrigerator until the reading by IR. Different concentrations were to used for calibration and validation sets (0, 1, 7, 17, 30 % W/W and 50; and 5, 10, 15, 20 and 40 % W/W respectively)
Infrared spectroscopy measurements
The spectra of each sample, after homogenization , were acquired in triplicate using a FTIR Shimatsu Prestige 21 Spectrophotometer, with a horizontal diamond ATR accessory with reflection in the MIR region 4000-600 cm -1 . The measurement were carried out at room temperature (25 °C).
Spectra were obtained through the average of 64 scans with a speed of 10 kHz and three replicates were collected for each individual sample. Before each sample measurement, the background was defined by acquiring the spectrum of diamond ATR accessory without the sample. Before and after every analysis the ATR crystal was cleaned with a cellulose tissue soaked in n-hexane and then rinsed with acetone.
Multivariate data analysis
Data were exported in an ASCII compatible Shimadzu software format and processed employing PLS routines using MVC1 routines written for Matlab R2010a (Matlab, Mathworks Inc., Natwick, USA). The moving-windows strategy was also executed by MVC1 Matlab routines.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
FTIR spectra of cheese were dominated by several typical peaks the assigments different wavenumber ranges were discussed by others authors (Karoui et al., 2005 ; Lerma-García et al., 2010; Subramanian et al., 2011) . Such variety of contributions (hydroxyl groups, acids, esters, amide I and amide II, aliphatic chains of fatty acids and acidic amino acids) make the overall cheese spectra very complex to understand and make difficult to discover small variations within spectra, as may be lower amounts of adulterants. FTIR spectra of cheese Dalia and cheese adulterated with SFPO shows in the figure 1 the absorption groups in different wavenumber ranges: 3873-3000 cm . Besides, the differences between cheeses of different brands (due to differences in raw materials, manufacturing techniques and maturing time) make adulterations difficult to determine using only human power to analize FTIR spectra.
However, monitoring multiple functional groups simultaneously offers advantages over other spectral methods, thus favouring its use for rapid analysis by spectroscopy using chemometrics. A chemometric method, Partial Least Square regresion (PLS), was used to detect SFPO adulteration in Dalia cheese samples.
As first step the optimal condition for PLS model were obtained using cross-validation on the Calibration set (Tab. 1.). The optimal spectral region (3873-652 cm -1 ) and the optimal number of PLS-factors (3) were stated simultaneously using the moving-windows strategy of MVC1. Several spectral pretreatment were tried but mean centering render best results, showing an R 2 value of 0.9338 and a relative error in the calibration of 17.2%.
Internal validation was carried out the figures of merit of the model. Lower LOD and and acceptable LOQ were exhibited. An RMSD value of 3.1 and an R 2 value of 0.9338 showed low dispersion and good fit for the PLS model. When the validation set was evaluated, Good recovery rates (108%) and acceptable dispersion of the data (20%) were obtained (Tab 2), showing that the model was accurate and precise respectively. When the curve of actual vs. predicted was CUIBUS et al. Finally, the commercial sample set was evaluated and 4 samples of 15 (F19, F21, F22 and F24) showed detectable levels of palm fats. Samples adulterated presented values ranging 3-20% demonstrating the method could be used in real cases, with low adulterant content.
CONCLUSION
In this communication we report the development of a FTIR-PLS strategy to reveal the adulteration of dairy products such as cheese Dalia with fats bellowing to Palm Oil. The PLS model was systematically optimized and the best parameter were: 3 PLS factors, 3873-652 cm -1 spectral range, mean centering as pretreatment. The optimized methodology showed to be accurate and precise when the validation set was evaluated (Mean recovery rate of 108.0% and an almost ideal "actual vs predicted curve"). The low value for LOD (2.8 %) shows the method is sensitive to small amount of SFPO present as adulterant.
This results proved that FTIR-PLS is a reliable non-destructive technique for a rapid quantification the level of adulteration in this cheese. The spectroscopic methods could assist the quality control authority, traders and the producers to discriminate the adulterated cheeses. 
